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SUMMARY

MODEL OMITRON is a compact tokamak experiment, characterized by an
unusually high value of the toroidal magnetic field (20 Tesla on the plasma axis). The
parameters of the device result from scaling down the linear dimensions of the large
parent experiment OMITRON (aimed at ignition) by a factor 2.7. The value of the
scaling factor is chosen so as to limit the cost of the device to about 50 GLire (32
M$). In either ot the above experiments the very high value of the toroidal field
makes the engineering of the toroidal magnet both a major asset and major
challenge - the latter being met by special features of the toroidal magnet design
(magnetic press). Most of MODEL OMITRON engineering is a faithful reduction by
similarity (in true mathematical sense) of the engineering of the parent OMITRON
machine - previously subjected to thorough investigation and testing jointly by the
Fusion Engineering Unit of ENEA and the CITIF Consortium. As part of such
activity, a draft design of the OMITRON device was worked out. Such a draft work -
after proper rescaling of dimensions - can serve as an effective basis for the
constructive design of MODEL OMITRON. The building of MODEL OMITRON
would allow for full testing of OMITRON engineering, and partial testing of
OMITRON physics - at about 1/20 of the cost that has been estimated for the larger
parent machine. In particular, due to the unusually large ohmic power densities (up
to 100 times the nominal value in the Frascati FTU experiment), in MODEL
OMITRON the radial energy flux is reaching values comparable or higher than
envisaged of the larger ignition experiments OMITRON, IGNITOR and 1TER.
Consequently, conditions are expected to occur at the plasma border and in the
scrape-off layer of MODEL OMITRON, which are representative of the quoted
larger experiments. Moreover, since all this will occur under ohmic heating alone,
one will hopefully be able to derive an energy transport model for the ohmic heating
regime that is valid over a range of plasma parameters (in particular, of the
temperature parameter) wider than it was possible before. In the MODEL
OMITRON experiment, finally - by reducing the plasma current and/or the toroidal
field down to, say, 1/3 or 1/4 of the nominal values - additional topics can be tackled,
such as: large safety-factor configurations (of interest for improving confinement),
large aspect-ratio configurations (of interest for the investigation of advanced
concepts in tokamaks), high beta (with RF heating - also of interest for the
investigation of advanced concepts in tokamaks), long pulse discharges (of interest
for demonstrating stationary conditions in the current profile).

(HIGH HELD TOKAMAKS - NEW EXPERIMENT PROPOSALS
OHMIC TRANSPORT REGIME)
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RIASSUNTO

MODEL OMITRON è un esperimento tokamak compatto, caratterizzato da un
campo magnetico di valore inusitatamente elevato (20 Tesla sull'asse della scarica). I
parametri del dispositivo sono ottenuti da quelli dell'esperimento parente
OMITRON (più grande, e avente per obbiettivo l'ignizione) mediante una riduzione
di scala in fattore 2.7 della dimensione lineare. Il fattore di riduzione è scelto in
modo da contenere il costo del dispositivo nei limiti di 50 miliardi di lire (32 milioni
di dollari). In entrambi gli esperimenti OMITRON e MODEL OMITRON l'elevato
valore del campo magnetico toroidale fa sì che l'ingegneria del magnete toroidale sia
un elemento di grande importanza e ad un tempo una grande sfida - quest'ultima
essendo affrontata con speciali artifizi nel progetto meccanico del magnete (pressa
magnetica). L'ingegneria di MODEL OMITRON è in massima parte una fedele
riduzione per similitudine (in senso matematico del termine) dell'ingegneria che è
stata sviluppata per il dispositivo parente OMITRON - quest'ultima essendo stata in
precedenza accuratamente verificata congiuntamente dall' Unità di Ingegneria della
Fusione dell'ENEA e dal Consorzio CITIF. Come risultato di tale ultima attività, è
stato a suo tempo approntato un progetto di massima del dispositivo OMITRON.
Questo - dopo appropriata riduzione in scala - può costituire una valida base per
l'elaborazione del progetto costruttivo di MODEL OMITRON. La realizzazione di
MODEL OMITRON consentirebbe una verifica pressocché completa
dell'ingegneria, e parziale della fisica, dell'esperimento parente OMITRON - ad un
costo che sarebbe circa 1/20 di quello a suo tempo indicato per quest'ultimo
dispositivo. Si noti in particolare la circostanza che, in virtù dell'inusitata potenza
ohmica espressa (fino a 100 volte il valore nominale dichiarato per l'esperimento
FTU di Frascati), l'intensità del vettore flusso di energia (in direzione radiale) viene
ad avere in MODEL OMITRON valori pari o superiori a quelli propri di esperimenti
di ignizione, quali OMITRON, IGNITOR ed ITER. Di conseguenza, le condizioni
che si prevede occorrano al bordo del plasma e nello "scrape-off layer" di MODEL
OMITRON sono rappresentative altresì di quelle proprie dei citati grandi
esperimenti. Per di più, siccome quanto sopra avviene con l'ausilio del solo
riscaldamento ohmico, con la realizzazione di MODEL OMITRON possiamo
verosimilmente attenderci di poter derivare e verificare un modello di trasporto
dell'energia in regime ohmico valido in una regione di parametri di plasma (con
riferimento, in particolare, al parametro temperatura) più estesa di quanto sia stato
possibile finora. Nell'esperimento MODEL OMITRON, infine - mediante riduzione
della corrente di plasma e/o del campo magnetico toroidale sino a circa 1/3 o 1/4 del
valore nominale - possono essere affrontate diverse altre tematiche addizionali,
quali: configurazioni con elevato valore del fattore di sicurezza "q" (di interesse per
ottenere confinamenti migliorati), configurazioni con grande rapporto di aspetto (di
interesse per i concetti di tokamak avanzati), configurazioni con alto "beta" (che
possono ottenersi mediante riscaldamento a radiofrequenza, e sono anch'esse di
interesse per i concetti di tokamak avanzati), e infine scariche di lunga durata (di
interesse per la dimostrazione del raggiungimento di condizioni stazionarie nel
profilo radiale di corrente).
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THE "MODEL OMITRON" PROPOSED EXPERIMENT

1. THE "OMITRON" AND "MODEL OMITRON" PROPOSED
EXPERIMENTS

Within the framework of the IGNITOR philosophy, a radical variant of the IGNITOR
engineering design has been investigated (over a number of years) in the Frascati Centre. Such a
variant is based on engineering patents originally filed in the early 1980's [1]. As a development
of these ideas, a compact, high-field ignition tokomak experiment has been proposed [2], and
has subsequently significantly evolved, up to some recent time [3].

Due to the very high value of the toroidal magnetic field (20 Tesla on plasma axis), the proposed
ignition device - called OMITRON - is most effectively exploiting all the favourable features that
are peculiar to compact, high-field tokamak experiments. On the basis of current knowledge,
indeed, the OMITRON experiment can be credited as offering greater margins of performance
towards the goal of ignition than either IGNITOR or ITER.

More recently, the feasibility and convenience of building a scaled down version of the
OMITRON experiment has been investigated. This would allow gaining confidence with most
of the involved issues of engineering - and some of the involved issues of physics - at a
considerably reduced cost. The MODEL OMliKON proposed has originated therefrom. The
main features of such proposal are detailed below.

2. "MODEL OMITRON" TECHNICAL FEATURES

MODEL OMITRON is a compact tokamak experiment, characterized by a very high value of the
magnetic field. The parameters of the device - listed in Table I - result from scaling down the
linear dimensions of the large parent experiment OMITRON by a factor 2.70. The value of the
scaling factor is chosen to the end of keeping the cost of the MODEL OMTTRON device within



Table I

Parameters of MODEL OMITRON device

Major radius

Horizontal minor radius

Vertical minor radius

Aspect ratio

Elongation

Triangularity

Toroidal magnetic field on axis

Toroidal plasma current

Average plasma current density

Aver, poloidal magn. field at plasma border

True safety factor at plasma border

Magn. flux on plasma axis available from pol. coils

Magn. flux on axis required by plasma equilibrium

Modularity of toroidal magnet

Maximum ripple in toroidal magnetic field

Radiofrequency additional heating O

Pellet injection speed (2)

Type of plasma-wall interface

Pulse duration (from heating of tor. magnet) (3)

Magnetic field plateau at 20 T <4)

Magnetic field plateau at 18 T

Magnetic field plateau at 16 T
Cryogeny

Time between shots (from cooling requirements)

Number of ports

Internal port height

Internal port width

Vertical, instab. growth rate from vacuum vessel

0.55 m

0.15 m

0.30 m
3.67

2.00

0.40

20 Tesla

5.4 MA

36MA/m2

3.5 Tesla

2.8

9.3 V s

7.0 V.s
24

0.2%

up to a few megawatts

3 k m / s

"wall-limiter" with graphite tiles

2 s

none

0.34 s

0.60 s
liquid N2 (swimming pool)

some tens of minutes
12

0.30 m

0.06 m
1 ms

'*> Only in high-fi scenarios with reduced values of magnetic field and plasma density. The LH, EC and IBW
facilities already installed in Frascati can be exploited.

(2) Pellet injectors of quoted speed are presently available in Frascati. Pellets would reach plasma center in low
temperature discharges, or in the initial low temperature phase of high temperature discharges.

'•'•' Including ramp-up and ramp-down of magnetic field.

(4) In this limit case the plasma is started off and heated to maximum performance all during the ramp-up phase
of magnetic field - with the plasma current being increased typically at constant "q".



Continued Table I

Parameters of MODEL OMITRON device

Vertical, instab. growth rate from poloidal coils (5)

Thrust of magnetic press

Total current in toroidal magnet

Number of turns in toroidal magnet

Current in single turn of toroidal magnet (6)

Power supply total energy (6)

Power supply peak power (6)

Estimated cost of device

150 ms

200 MN

55 MA

192

286 kA

570 MJ

650 MW

32 M$

Assuming top poloidal coils electrically in parallel with bottom poloidal coils. In this case, hence, the

plasma column is virtually unaffected by vertical instability.

The rotating machinery already installed in Frascati is sufficient, though with some adaptations.

Legend

1 Lower plate
2 Center post
3 Load sharing lower plate
4 TFcoil
5 C-Clamp
6 Tensioning wedges
7 Shrinkage ring
8 Load sharing upper plate
9 Vertical press

10 Upper plate
11 Tie rod

Fig. 1 - Toroidal magnet and support structure (reference design).
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Fig. 2 - Schematic view (meridian section) of poloidal field coils, press system and constriction rings

(reference design).
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1 - Lower beam
2 - Center post
3 - Load sharing Lower plate
4- TFCoil
5 - Clamp
6 - Lower radial press P = 1200 MN

7 - Shrinkage rings
8 - Load sharing Upper plate
9 - Vertical press

10 - Upper beam
11 - Tie - Rod

Fig. 3 - Toroidal magnet and support structure (advanced design with both vertical and radial press support).

about 50 GLire (32 M$). Due to the ambitiousness of the magnetic field target value, the
mechanical engineering features concerning the toroidal magnet design are both a major asset
and major challenge in the OM1TKON and MODEL OMTTRON proposals. A somewhat
extensive illustration of the recipes by which the challenge is met is presented in Appendix I.
Figs. 1 to 3 illustrate key features of the engineering design.
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In fact, most of MODEL OMITRON engineering is a faithful reduction by similarity (in the
mathematical sense) of the engineering of the parent OMTTRON machine. It can indeed be
proved that equations describing the key engineering systems are invariant with respect to a
family of scaling transformations whereby the time conversion factor is the square of the length
conversion factor [4]. A notable exception to the above is the issue of the thickness of the
insulation layers (which of course cannot be scaled down like any other length). However, this
is seen not to be a problem, as long as thicknesses of insulation layers are everywhere kept
small compared to the thickness of conductors.

The engineering of the larger OMlTRON device has been previously subjected to thorough
investigation and testing - with positive outcome - jointly by the Fusion Engineering Unit of
ENEA and the CITIF Consortium. As key part of such an activity, a draft design of the
OMITRON device has been worked out. This draft work - after proper rescaling of dimensions
- can serve as an effective basis for the constructive design of MODEL OMITRON.

Fear is sometimes expressed that an experiment like MODEL OMlTRON would be
verydifficult to diagnose due to its compactness. Such fear does not appear to be justified. The
cumulative window area that is available from the 12 equatorial ports (0.22 m2) does in fact
allow for meaningful diagnostic efforts. A number of basic conventional diagnostics can be
implemented in MODEL OMITRON without meeting with special difficulties. Others require
some special adjustments, due to the unusually high values of magnetic field and density - as
well as to engineering difficulties with the providing of fully passing paths through the plasma.
A brief survey of a number of basic diagnostics that can be considered for MODEL OMITRON
is presented in Appendix II.

Pure deuterium operation in MODEL OMITRON can be shown to be an essentially safe
procedure. As for tritium operation, it is not formally considered at the present stage.
Nevertheless, such a development should not be a priori ruled out. Indeed, should the
deuterium campaign show that there is a congruous chance of reaching, e.g., plasma breakeven
conditions, then one migth indeed be willing to plan a follow-up tritium campaign. This would
raise a number of technical and safety problems, of course - among which the issue of material
activation is foremost. In order to appreciate the difficulties that would be brought in by the
latter issue, a short discussion of relevant topics is presented in Appendix HI.

3. "MODEL OMITRON" PHYSICS FEATURES

High field compact devices (in view of the tight constraints which their engineering is subjected
to) are admittedly rather unindulgent to hardware modific-ations in course of operation. Over the
years this has won them a reputation of operational rigidity. This is not quite justified, however.
On the contrary, such devices do have quite a degree of operational flexibility built in - as a
consequence of the wide ranges of variation that are in fact allowed in important experimental
parameters such as plasma density, plasma current and toroidal magnetic field. This will be
illustrated in the following by briefly surveying the wide spectrum of experimental goals that
can in fact be set for the MODEL OMITRON device.
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3.1. High Performance Discharges

Finding out about the possibility of producing high performance discharges (i.e., high-Q
plasmas) is the primary objective of the experiment. The plasma density values required for
targeting such high performance regimes are medium-low. It must be pointed out that
performance predictions for the MODEL OMTTRON experiment are actually very uncertain. A
selection of currently used transport models are seen to yield a spectrum of markedly different
predictions, whereby one ranges from break-even plasmas to plasma scarcely different from,
say, FTU plasmas. This very incertitude, however, is providing depth and scope to the
experiment - as the latter is expected to significantly enhance our understanding of energy
confinement in the ohmic heating regime. Indicative performance predictions from a set of
specific transport assumptions (similar to those currently assumed in IGNTTOR device
simulations) are presented in Appendix IV, Part A. It is instructive to confront these results with
those presented further on in Appendix IV, Part C: as noted above, the spectrum of performance
predictions that is obtained, based on different transport models, turns out to be quite wide. It
must be specified that the results of Appendix IV, Part A to Part C, are based on simplified
fixed-profile simulations. A number of one-dimensional simulations have been also carried out,
however - mainly in order to check for possible unwelcome skin effect consequences (indeed
not found) on the plasma current profile. The results of these simulations are succinctly
commented upon in Appendix IV, Part D.

As a general remark, it should be recognized that the key dimensionless parameters that should
be characterizing MODEL OMTTRON high performance discharges are expected not to be very
different from the values that are typical, say, of nominal (RF-heated) FTU discharges.
However, if there exist any physics that is not described by the few dimensionless parameters
that are normally taken into account - as indeed can probably be surmised to exist - then such
physics is most likely to show in an experiment so different as MODEL OMTTRON is
recognized to be (with, e.g., a nominal plasma current density that is two orders of magnitude
larger than in FTU).

3.2. High collisionality Discharges

This type of discharges are associated with large plasma densities - and, hence, low plasma
temperatures. Expected plasma parameters for such discharges are presented in Appendix IV,
Part B (based on same transport model as used for Part A). Collisionality values ranging from
marginal to deep Pfirsch-Schliiter regimes are attained. True "Pfirsch-Schluter plasmas" (i.e.,
plasmas having their global energy transport dominated by the ionic Pfirsch-Schluter term) can
in principle be generated and investigated (with the temperature being still high enough for the
results not to be messed up by line radiation features in the bulk plasma).

For this type of discharges the physics of the scrape-off layer and plasma-wall interaction is also
quite interesting. Indeed, in terms of the ratio of diffusive loss power to major radius (which is
one of the important parameters of scrape-off layer physics, as is well known) one obtain values
that are fully representative of scrape-off layer conditions both in OMTTRON and in IGNITOR.
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Moreover, the uniquely high densities that can be sustained in MODEL OMliKON lend hopes
of producing uniquely clean plasmas. Finally - owing once again to the very high density values
- the possibility opens up of probing into the somewhat unexplored territory that in the subject
of plasma-wall interaction exists between the scrape-off layer and gas blanket concepts.

3.3. Operation with Reduced Plasma Current

Reducing the plasma current below its nominal value allows the obtaining either of large-safety-
factor configurations or, alternatively, of large-aspect-ratio configurations. Most relevantly, by
taking proper advantage (in reduced current regimes) of the proximity of the poloidal conductors
to the plasma - which is one of the peculiar assets of the OMTTRON and MODEL OMTTRON
engineering designs - great flexibility in controlling the plasma shape can indeed be achieved.

The investigation of large-safety-factor configurations is interesting because of the seemingly
improved confinement that is associated with them. Now, in MODEL 0M11K0N the nominal
value of the plasma current is high enough to allow for large reductions of the same plasma
current, while still maintaining interesting properties of the resulting (ohmically produced)
plasmas. E.g., a factor-of-4 reduction in plasma current (down, that is, to the still significant
value of 1.35 MA) would produce the quite substantial value 11 of the safety factor (with the
same aspect ratio and elongation that belong to the nominal configuration).

Alternatively, one may be interested in pursuing the investigation of large-aspect-ratio
configurations - in view of the interest that these configurations have acquired recently in the
debate on improved-concept tokamaks. E.g., the same factor-of-4 reduction in plasma current
that was considered in the previous example would be compatible with a reduction of plasma
cross-section such as to yield the quite substantial value 7.3 of the aspect ratio (if one retains,
that is, the same values of safety factor and elongation that belong to the nominal configuration).

As for the possibility of carefully defining the plasma shape, we must recall that the relevance of
the latter to the issue of macroscopic plasma stability is well established. Among the plasma
shapes that can be produced with comparative ease in MODEL OMiTKON with reduced values
of the plasma current one can recall the normal-D, inverse-D, normal-bean and inverse-bean
configurations. For each such plasma shape, a variety of elongation, safety-factor, aspect-ratio
values can be produced, both in the limiter configuration and in one-x-point or two-x-points
divertor configurations.

3.4. Operation with Reduced Plasma Current and Reduced Magnetic Field

It must be pointed out that by reducing the toroidal magnetic field down to the range of values
that is typical of the FTU experiment, one can actually obtain access to all the RF heating
facilities that are already installed in Frascati (LH, EC, EBW) - with all components of the
systems being directly exploitable with the exception of the coupling sections, which will have
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to be redesigned. Consequently - upon conveniently reducing the value of the toroidal magnetic
field - all the plasma configurations referred to in the previuos paragraph can be investigated, in
principle, also under high beta conditions. In particular, therefore, the possible route of access
to the so-called second stability domain can be researched under a variety of circumstances.

Moreover - and most importantly - it must be emphasized that, by thus reducing the toroidal
field, the rate of heating of the toroidal magnet is correspondingly greatly abated, so that one
acquires the possibility of generating considerably longer pulses of toroidal magnetic field.
Similarly, at reduced values of the plasma current, the transformer system becomes capable of
producing considerably longer current pulses. Hence, plasma discharges lasting up to 10
seconds (or more) can be generated. Due to the small minor radius and low temperature of the
plasma, the above pulse duration is significantly longer than required for the plasma current to
relax to a stationary profile. Such a performance - which in larger, hotter machines would be
typically achievable only with superconducting coils - is very important (as is well known) for
realistic studies of plasma stability and transport. Along similar lines, one can also expect some
progress to be achievable in understanding the evolution of the particle exchange between
plasma and wall - although with regard to this problem the pulse duration is probably still not
sufficient for the reaching of a truly stationary state.
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APPENDIX I - Key Issues Of Engineering

The difficulties with high field tokamaks

The most original feature in OMTTRON and MODEL OMTTRON is the unusually high value of
the toroidal magnetic field (20 Tesla on plasma axis). A high field value is known to reduce the
cost of an ignition experiment.

For long time the conviction has been held that going above a magnetic field value of ~ 10 Tesla
on the plasma axis was unpractically difficult. To go from 10 to 20 Tesla, indeed, one needs to
face a stress and strain regime in the toroidal magnet which is, in principle, a factor-of-4 worse.

For the aspect ratios of concern, toroidal magnets require an engineering approach totally
different as compared to cylindrical magnets. The thrusts originated by magnetic pressure in
different directions (centripetal radial thrust, vertical or separating thrust, centrifugal radial
thrust) have markedly different intensities and require notably different techniques for their
containment.

By far the largest forces acting on the magnet are associated with the centripetal radial thrust.
For the containment of the latter three different solutions are available. With reference to the
strain regime in the conductor, the three solutions are described as:

=> pure bucking
=> pure wedging
=> bucking plus wedging

In practice, within the magnet one must distinguish between the conducting components
(copper) and mechanically supporting components (stainless steel), because the mechanical
working regimes (bucking, wedging or mixed) may be different for the two cases. The
discussion that follows is referred to the conducting components only, as these present the most
critical problems.

Pure bucking represents the canonical solution, that is exploited in the designing of the majority
of tokamaks.

Pure wedging is the solution adopted in the designing of the tokamaks of the ALCATOR series.
This solution is believed to be somewhat less reliable (although such a tenet is probably not
fully justified).

Bucking plus wedging is the solution adopted in the designing of the IGNITOR and OMllKON
tokamaks (with additional features being enforced in the case of OMITRON). The bucking-
plus-wedging solution introduces conditions of hyperstaticity in the toroidal magnet, and
consequently is held by some people to have poor reliability. On this specific, important issue
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one is actually led to wonder why the (relatively inespensive) engineering tests required to clear
up the question have never been carried out.

For the containment of the vertical (or separating) thrust two schemes are available, which can
be described as:

=> passive support,
=> active support (or press support).

In the passive support scheme the thrust is counterbalanced by the elastic reaction force
generated by the supporting structure under strain. A (well known) difficulty of passive support
is that one has no direct control over the above elastic reaction force, which is actually
determined by the strain state occurring in the supporting structure under load. The performance
is mainly tied up with the degree of mechanical rigidity which can be implemented in the
supporting structure. Some improvements can be obtained by inducing conditions of pre-
stressing in the conductor.

An active support scheme enforced with the help of a press (specifically, a magnetic press) was
introduced for the first time in the framework of the initial OM1TRON proposal (Frascati, early
eighties). The ensuing design of the toroidal magnet has allowed for an effective
counterbalancing of the vertical thrust, independently of degree of rigidity of the supporting
structure, and without any pre-stressing being applied to the conductor.

It must be noted that, if performance limits were set by the vertical thrust, then the presence or
not of active press support would make all the difference. In point of fact, however, since
performance limits are actually set by the centripetal radial thrust, the implementation of a
vertical press support scheme is not by itself a resolutive device (see, e.g., the evolutive history
in the design of the CIT-BPX proposed experiment, for which versions both having and not
having a press were considered, with no appreciable differences in performance/ In order for
the press to be a really invaluable asset, it must be exploited in a very special way: this will be
indeed illustrated later on, when discussing the peculiarities of the OMTTRON toroidal magnet
design.

It must also be noted that, when the specific thrust per unit surface is very large and the press
piston excursion very small (as is the case in toroidal magnet applications), the choice of a
magnetic press brings clear advantages in terms of compactness, simplicity and reliability of
design, in comparison with the possible alternative choice of a hydraulic press.

As last item, we shall deal here with the centrifugal radial thrust. In point of fact, such thrust is
subtracting from the centripetal radial thrust - and in principle one might be tempted to put this
feature actually to work, to the end of lessening the problems associated with the latter type of
thrust. In practice, however, one finds that the torques thus generated within the inner leg of the
magnet would be actually worsening the situation instead of improving it. Consequently, it
turns out that is more convenient to mechanically support the centrifugal radial thrust separately
and independently. This can, e. g., be done with the help of constriction rings, with no special
difficulties arising, due to the moderate values of the forces involved.
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Peculiarities of OMITRON and MODEL OMITRON

Toroidal Magnet Engineering

There are a number of peculiarities to the design of OMITRON and MODEL_OMTTRON
toroidal magnets. The first peculiarity is the exploitation of active support (more specifically,
magnetic press support) for equilibrating the vertical separating force.

The second (and most important) peculiarity lies with the prescription of increasing the press
thrust significantly beyond the value required for the compensation of the sole separating force.
Such an additional thrust (through appropriate mechanical design) is conveyed to bear directly
onto the inner leg of the magnet. Accordingly, conditions of quasi-isotropy of the stress tensor
are generated in the conductor within the inner leg (which is the most critical item in the magnet
design). This produces clear benefits to the end of diminishing the peak Von Mises stress in the
inner leg of the magnet - which hence pushes back the limit of plastic yield in the conducting
material by a considerable amount.

The third peculiarity consists in placing the constriction rings in positions significantly receded
from the equator of the device, putting them to act on some unusual "ears" that have been added
to the magnet coils for that specific purpose. For each of the two halves in which the magnet is
divided by the equatorial plane, the above recipe has the effect of increasing the arm of the
torque (and hence the torque itself) associated with the centrifugal radial force acting on the
outer leg of the magnet and respectively with the centripetal radial force exerted by the
constriction ring. The sturdy built of the magnet coils allows the transmission of such torque all
around the magnet, with the result that added loads are applied to the magnet legs - namely, a
compressing load to the inner leg, and a stretching load to the outer leg. The first of such added
loads is thus actually (in a very welcome way) reinforcing press action - while the second is not
a worry, due to the outer leg sturdy built.

Poloidal Coils Engineering

OMTTRON and MODEL OMITRON have all their poloidal coils nested inside the toroidal
magnet. Having the transformer coils placed inside the magnet is mandatory, for mechanical
reasons (the strong centripetal bucking of the toroidal magnet could not in fact be endured by the
transformer) as well as for the need to meet the voltsecond requirement of plasma discharges.
As for the shaping and equilibrium coils, having them placed inside the magnet - though not
mandatory - results in greatly improved plasma control.

The above choice with regard to the poloidal coils requires the latter to be wound in situ. This is
made possible by designing the outer legs of each of the 24 toroidal magnet moduli to be
assembled separately as standalone pieces - which are eventually to be secured to their intended
position by strong bolting to the magnet horizontal arms after the assemblying of the poloidal
coils and vacuum vessel in their intended positions.
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APPENDIX II - Key Issues In Diagnostics

A number of conventional diagnostics can be implemented in MODEL OMTTRON without
meeting with special difficulties. Among these one can name:

Bolometry
Spectroscopy
Soft X-rays
Hard X-rays
Neutron diagnostics

Indeed for bolometry, spectroscopy and soft X-rays there is plenty of window space available
in the 12 equatorial ports - and as for the last two listed diagnostics, they are fully external to the
machine.

For other diagnostics, however, specific adjustments are necessary. Some of such special cases
are noted in the following.

Magnetic measurements. Greater than usual care must be exerted with reference to such
measurements, due to the proximity of the measuring probes to the set of the poloidal coils.

Electron-cyclotron emission. This diagnostics yields electron temperature. Both the first
harmonic of the ordinary mode and the second harmonic of the extraordinary mode are optically
thick, and therefore can be used for temperature assessments. In the high-density scenarios,
however, the first harmonic may be unavailable for measurements because of cut-off. On the
other end, in the complementary class of scenarios (high temperature scenarios) the space
resolution of the measurement may deteriorate because of relativistic effects. Detectors such as
InSb hot electrons bolomoters can still be employed (although by somehow stretching their
performance to the limit).

90-degree Thomson scattering. This diagnostics yields electron temperature, and electron
density as well, if desired. A Neodymium laser can be used. Note that ion temperature is
expected to be rather close to electron temperature - and hence does not require, in first instance,
a specific diagnostics.

Difficulties with the carving out of a fully passing vertical access across the various machine
structures, suggest the attaching of a reflecting mirror to the vacuum vessel, just on the vertical
of the plasma axis. Mechanical vibrations of the mirror are unimportant. On the other hand,
directing the source beam to the mirror would require significant - if local - modifications of the
vacuum vessel, hi practice, a second, smaller auxiliary window must be opened on the vertical
of the main window of a selected one among the 12 equatorial ports.

Interferometry and polarimetry. These are the diagnostics proposed for density
measurements. A Carbon-dioxyde laser can be used.
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Lacking a passing path, only equatorial access is available. This requires the fitting of a system
of retro-reflectors (each one protected by the set of the surrounding graphite tiles) inside the
vacuum vessel. Mechanical vibrations of the reflectors would not affect polarimetric results - but
are instead expected to be a nuisance for interferometric measurements. Hence "two color
interferometry" is presumably required to the end of compensating for reflector vibration.

The geometry of the beam paths (and hence the position of the reflectors) can be the same for
both interferometry and polarimetry. The two basic available alternatives require working in the
meridian plane or, respectively, in the equatorial plane. The first alternative requires anchoring
the reflectors on the crammed internal part of the vacuum vessel. Instead, the second alternative
would allow the reflectors to be more comfortably attached to the external part. This is an
advantage which however would be in part offset by the need to fit in an additional system of
mirrors at port entrance - the latter being required in order to redirect the propagated beam to
various angles relative to the meridian plane, as well as to collect the reflected beam which is
returned from the same angles.
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APPENDIX III - Key Issues In Material Activation

The activation assessment has been carried out for the case of best performance (highest
neutron yield) as defined by the plasma parameters listed in Appendix IV, Part A. The adopted
(simplified) procedure has involved scaling down from Ignitor findings.

Compared with the Ignitor reference case, thus, the neutron yield (number of neutrons
produced per second) is found being reduced by a factor 43. This results from taking a neutron
yield value of 7.7x10^ neutrons/s as representative for MODEL OMITRON (from simulations
of high-Q discharges - see Appendix IV, Part A), while the corresponding reference value for
IGNITOR is taken to be 3.3x1019 neutrons/s.

The single-shot fluence (number of neutrons produced per shot) is reduced by a factor 430.
This is the result of the above factor 43 reduction in neutron yield, times a factor 10 reduction in
neutron pulse duration (from about 4 to about 0.4 s).

The total fluence after given number of shots (total number of neutrons produced in the given
shots) is reduced by the same factor 430, obviously, as long the number of shots is kept the
same.

The total fluence is actually the integral of the neutron flux over the time and over an
encompassing surface. Thus the time-integrated neutron flux at a given point is dimensionally
equivalent to a fluence divided by a surface. Consequently, the time-integrated neutron
flux at corresponding points in the two machines is reduced by a factor 60, as a result of the
above factor 430 reduction in total fluence being divided a factor 7 reduction in corresponding
surfaces.

Therefore, effects on materials such as activation and insulation degradation are reduced
by the same factor 60 (being proportional to the time-integrated neutron flux).

The contact dose (i.e., the value taken up locally by the gamma-ray flux) is dimensionally
equivalent to a gamma-ray source density (i.e., the activation parameter) times a typical
distance. Thus contact dose rates are reduced by a factor 160, as a result of the above factor
60 reduction in activation being multiplied by a factor 2.7 reduction in corresponding distances.

From the above findings the following conclusion can be drawn. With respect to degradation
of insulation, the IGNITOR device becomes marginally critical only at end life (i.e., after
about 500 tritium pulses). The factor 60 advantage noted above (next-to-the-last point) proves
that MODEL OMITRON is definitely safe with regard to this issue.

As for contact dose rates, the following is to be noted. We must recall that the contact dose
rate of 2 mSv/h is the rate conventionally indicated as upper tolerable limit for short exposures
of people to the irradiated material, and for classification of the latter as "low level waste".
Now, with reference to the vacuum vessel (most critically activated component), let us require
its contact dose rate to drop below the above critical value after seven days of "cooling". If the
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vessel material is stainless steel AISI-316L, then, scaling from IGNITOR results one finds that
such a requirement would allow for as many as 40.000 DD shots. Hence, in MODEL
OMTTRONra? important activation problems are foreseen for deuterium operation. On the other
hand, the same requirement would allow for only 50 full performance DT shot. Therefore, if
one wants to avoid the burdens and expenses of remote handling (as well as of end-life
protected stocking for many tens of years), the number of DT shots should be kept strictly
limited.
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APPENDIX IV - Physics Performance Predictions

Part A
Simplified Fixed-Profile Simulations

Reference high temperature discharge (plasma break-even discharge)

Assumed ratio between peak and average density: 2
Assumed ratio between peak and average temper.: 1.5
Assumed value of Z-effective (Carbon impurities): 1.2

Transport taken as either "Kaye-all" or "ohmic-regime" or "ion-collisional" according to
whichever is largest. Ohmic power not included in the degradation factor of "Kaye-all"
transport. "Ohmic-regime" transport modelled as "3-times-Coppi-Mazzuccato-Gruber".

Obtained Plasma Parameters
Cross section averaged density 2.5x1020 nr 3

Particle averaged temperature 7.5 keV
Plasma break-even parameter "Q" 1.4
Total (diff. + rad.) energy confinement time 243 ms
Energy confinement time from diffusive losses 254 ms
Loop voltage 0.28 V
Kinetic energy content of plasma 0.46 MJ
Alpha-particle power 0.43 MW
Average heat load on first wall 0.37 MW irr2

Toroidal "beta" of plasma 0.37 %
Poloidal "beta" of plasma 12.0 %
Collisionality for banana-plateau transition 0.15
Actual plasma collisionality 0.013 (=> deep "banana")
Rate of neutron production 7.7xlO17 neutron s~l

Part B
Simplified Fixed-Profile Simulations

Reference high density discharge (Pfirsch-Schliiter discharge)

Assumptions as in Part A.

Obtained Plasma Parameters
Cross section averaged density 20x1020 n r 3

Particle averaged temperature 2.0 keV
Total (diff. + rad.) energy confinement time 87 ms
Energy confinement time from diffusive losses 113 ms
Loop voltage 2.05 V
Kinetic energy content of plasma 0.97 MJ
Average heat load on first wall 2.21 MW nr2

Toroidal "beta" of plasma 0.78 %
Poloidal "beta" of plasma 25.2 %
Plasma collisionality 1.49 (=> Pfirsch-Schluter)
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Part C
Simplified Fixed-Profile Simulations

Alternative transport assumptions

Transport taken as either "Lackner-Gottardi" or "ohmic-regime" or "ion-collisional" according
to whichever is largest. "Ohmic-regime" transport modelled alternatively as "Coppi-Mazzuccato-
Gruber" (CMG), "3-times-Coppi-Mazzuccato-Gruber" (3*CMG), "Alcator-C-Mod" (acm), or
"Neo-Alcator" (na).

Other assumptions as in Part A.

Simulations targeted at high temperature discharges (i.e., average density taken to be 2.5x10^0

m"3).

First option
Ohmic power left out of the degradation factor in "Lackner-Gottardi" transport

Particle-averaged temperature (KeV)
Global energy confinement time (ms)
Plasma break-even parameter "Q"
Dominant transport

CMG

7.22
221
1.20

degraded

3*CMG

7.22
221
1.20

degraded

acm

5.12
111

0.28
ohmic

na

2.12
13

0.001
ohmic

Second option
Ohmic power included in the degradation factor of "Lackner-Gottardi" transport

Particle-averaged temperature (KeV)
Global energy confinement time (ms)
Plasma break-even parameter "Q"
Dominant transport

CMG

3.77
53

0.066
degraded

3*CMG

3.77
53

0.066
degraded

acm

3.77
53

0.066
degraded

na

2.12
13

0.001
ohmic

NB - The above values are obtained from the choice of a parabolic density profile. Further
flattening the density profile makes the results poorer (but not as much as obtained from
changing transport assumptions). E.g., the best temperature result above, 7.22 keV, is
degraded to 6.86 keV for a "sqare-root-parabolic" profile, and to 5.79 keV for a completely flat
profile.
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Part D
One-Dimensional Simulations

A number of one-dimensional simulations of plasma discharges (based on the GETTO code,
and incorporating a transport model that fits JET results rather well) have been carried out for
different values of the plasma density. This has been done mainly in order to check for possible
unwelcome skin effect consequences on the plasma current profile. It has been comforting to
find that the resulting current profiles were in all cases monotonic and well behaved.

However, in low-density discharges the ion and electron temperatures (under acceptable
assumptions for the energy loss rate from the ions) have been found to collisionally decouple
from each other. Accordingly, while the obtained electron temperature fits well with the fixed-
profile results of Part A, the ion temperature is always lower (typically by a factor of 2). Hence
the alpha-particle power assessed from these simulations is less than obtained from the fixed
profile simulations of Part A (in the latter the ion and electron temperatures having indeed been
postulated to be fully relaxed onto each other).
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